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Amazing paper artifacts
from America's heritage

Lewis

This Issue's
Special Treasure...

The rare all-over two-color corner card of the
Ithaca Gun Company on this wonderful censored
usage from Ithaca, New York, to Greece during
World War I. We are seeking any kind of military
correspondence no matter how old or large.
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Fred Schmitt's

Lewis & Clark
Treasures point
out importance of
old documents,
manuscripts, et al

If you think the old documents, papers, let-
ters and other ephemeral items stored in your
attic might not be worth much, think about this:

Just 15 years ago, some of the most important
letters of William Clark relating to the Lewis & Clark
Expedition were found in a Louisville, Ky., attic.
An incredible find,    [...continued on page 2]

A page from William
Clark's journal in which
he drew a sketch of the
keelboat used on the
expedition up the
Missouri River. (In the
National Archives)
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Resourceful information for the collector
and seller of the world's 19th and 20th
century mail communications, autographs,
manuscripts and historic documents

View this newsletter in full color on our website:
www.fredschmitt.com
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&Clark

Meriwether Lewis

William Clark

(The Charles
Willson Peale
portraits)

From the journals of Meriwether
Lewis: a page listing the gifts and
trinkets he purchased to give to the
Indians during the expedition.

The website of our country's
National Archives now offers an
exhibition of 100 major docu-
ments, letters, and manuscripts
(many with autographs) that are
considered critical to the nation's
development. From our view-
point as experts in this form of
historic paper, none is perhaps
more vital to America than those

that relate to the Lewis and Clark Expedition that, from 1804-06, explored and
recorded the land of Thomas Jefferson's Louisiana Purchase.

From the journals of the journey's two leaders and their letters home, to the
rare autographs of others on the expedition, the artifacts of the Corps of
Discovery show the vital importance of caring for and preserving any family's
history and memorabilia. Beyond knowing what happened on the trek (the
importance of which is still being studied),  [...continued on page 4]


